《The main visual character drawn by Master Nagano Tsuyoshi for Katana GF76/66 x Sword 17/15》

Collaborate with famous illustrator Nagano Tsuyoshi
to create visual concept characters
Strategy, siege, duel... with gorgeous background music, do you still remember the exciting game
"Romance of the Three Kingdoms V"? Loved by gamers since the DOS era, the most impressive
thing about this classic is the exquisite game cover. Those lifelike characters all evoke gamers' imagination and immersion of military commanders. The unforgettable character images are now continued to the visuals of Katana GF76/66 and Sword 17/15! This time, the famous illustrator Tsuyoshi
Nagano was invited to collaborate with MSI based on the concept of katana, and developed an
exclusive concept character for Katana GF66/76 and Sword 17/15.Tsuyoshi Nagano specializes in
depicting historical figures through oil paintings. His most famous works are cover art for games such
as "Romance of the Three Kingdoms" and "Nobunaga's Ambition". His delicate and realistic style has
also influenced the later "Dynasty Warriors" and many other games.

《Master Nagano Tsuyoshi and the drawing process》

SHARPEN YOUR GAME
Katana GF76/66 X Sword 17/15
In legend, a powerful blade has been sealed on The Dragon Island. The powerful blade is sharp
and tough; It’s powerful yet durable, unmatched by any other weapon. People call it The Dragon
Blade. Now, The Dragon Blade has convert to Katana GF76/66 and Sword 17/15 in gamers’
hands, revealing its edge and unleash the power!

《The white swords man》

《The black warrior》

The white swords man with dual swords in an agile combat pose represents the sharpness and lightweight of GF series; the black warrior in full armor shows the toughness and stability of the chassis.
The eye-catching dragon logo has also been embedded as family crest totems. The powerful performance of Katana GF66/76 and Sword 17/15 will be release once their blade unleashed.

Tsuyoshi Nagano is dedicated for
all the characters he created, and
his dedication in the gaming field
coincides with MSI’s long-term
cultivation. We both have sophisticated spirit and tailor the GF series
and visual ideas together specifi《The cover of the game by Nagano Tsuyoshi, from left to right: Romance of the
Three Kingdoms V, Nobunaga's Ambition"》

cally for gamers.

*The covers have copyright and is for internal reference only

A new series that combines the craftsmanship of katana
The inspiration originated from katana. It’s one of the pinnacle manifestations of craftsmanship.
The origin of the katana can be traced back to the 4th to 6th century AD, and it was introduced
through China and Korea. A unique, mature and complicated knife-making method has since
been developed over centuries. Katana is not only appreciated from the philosophical spiritual
level of technical science, but also widely considered a high level of artistic realm.
Katana can be described as a work of superior craftsmanship with its functionality as a weapon
and elegant minimalist design. Through the heat treatment of steel, it achieves both hardness
and toughness. Katana shows a craftsmanship spirit of striving for the best and also holds a
high artistic value in the history of swords. MSI incorporates the characteristic of sharpness and
toughness into the new Katana/Sword series.
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